
 
Aviation Therapy 

3rd Course  
The p V p system of light, its subjametrics, Entanglement, and 3x force energy to its energy 

squared. In True Blue.  
Soul Refraction [Sr-7] 

Continued from Quality of Life.  
 

Chemistry to kinetics 
Abstract: F.S. 327.02 327.02  Definitions.—As used in this chapter and in chapter 328, 
unless the context clearly requires a different meaning, the term:(1)  “Airboat” means a 
vessel that is primarily designed for use in shallow waters and powered by an internal 
combustion engine with an airplane-type propellor 
 

Formula A: 
AH= (-ъА)м^I2 < А0(8/3^г) 

 ססן:<0>ססן
What is chemistry 

A reaction to. A (n) (what is nitrogen) 
Light that produces an attraction of perspective  

[infrafraction] (ъ) in préserve in perspective u form 
what is shell breakage 

An altricition principle -+@ chemical compound that is released for soul growth  
-0^8 
A=8 

(M^2)(6^2) 
0 
 

(M^2)9 
 

Reaction. 
12=i=0 

ii = 6 if 12/(pii) 
0=(he), -ъ(А) = ןоо(8)  

М::2 to Ф 
 
[B11]Kind- force of its squared areas of principle in the eye to subatomica adjacency of the 
human body; kindness levels pp° of light instance through its working form [flower]Y:; (er); unit E 
of squared time, at point level break.[B1] 
 
respritoriam development.  Its adds synchronicity, synchronized adjacency that, [insult] to 
breathing but acts in a circulative p° V p° degree of certainty from point complex to sub, and so 



forth.  It is the respritoriam system of development in quality of life; breathing of light, 
backwards. 

 

 
The Spiritual System. Stefany Fisher. 2017. 
 
Masks [Aviation bairon] to light. 
Light waves (z) apparent to pressure|bleed. 
Range - when light extracts itself, (z): RS singular. 
Г special relationship S 
R-L______/(subquality) 

     /_______-UL(я] 
/\ 

p range. Pure weight.  
 

[8U][cii] 
Good|Bad 

Pure light width. N7. Subatomic fields to psychology in [fr] System congruent. Ties by 
bond. From blood vessels. Suvvertical energy perplacent by energy squared.  
 



Factorial Weight. EE +-°cells based on radioactivity. In equal form gamma by light weight 
x(I)=r(IRD) form weight Surplex [I] in ppi° form p by principle. Electronic weight squared by light 
density in (h) per pH of cells (in the membrane) to extract lightwaves per density squared its 
timed adjacent Matter xe/y^2 form p in (pii). Cell form.  
 
Light to gamma. In X-rays to (pi) light squared (q form) (-p) form i^1 of negativity (gravity) 
(platform Matter_ surcharge by light via density per sound [enoid]). Radioactivity (brainwaves to 
electrical concurrents of cells via electricities of points to equal the points of cells without 
cataclysmic Breakage (a) at point backwards Matter (h) of nitrogen (nutigiôn). In [cii] Squared 
equal point. The nucleic Point. (Meeting Point).  
 
X/ye taking thé backwards Matter and times it by squared point light adjacency.  
 
infrastructure [inferfracture] - sDГ - light channel measurement (indusé), could be very cold, ( - 
)h(er )@risk (j) transféré (atrucè+). 
-1E nucleic Breakage Point x yx in equal latitude. Pure form.  
Inferfractures. Let light be light. (es) energy of space [sii].  
 
0 - 1 = 4:1 because 3 + 6 = 9 and 1 + 7 = 9 [if + 1 (1+8)] 
Macrokinetic energy x’s by light is instigated by ⅔ body mass on an equivocal foundation that 
light extracts itself form [Y] the Nucleaus to TI levels of hydroadjcency in nucleic pressure per 
velocity of a system light found squared to time in CI Form as Nitrogen of its 7 adjacent bound 
principle metrics in Visible light.  
 
It's a negative system 
Building blocks of nucleic energy can reverse the (poor material) by Time management systems 
(used in engines) to recede at perpendicular speeds by energies mass force by light in equal 
radial accommodations to a 360° perpendicular knot (found in kinetics). Median pressures @0.  
 
What is Intelligence ~ using its negative system the light energy can refract back to its meeting 
point (a-x^2) to affect the neurotic states of the brain found in Force by units perpendicularly 
(kinetic energy), allowing Force only as a Trust (thrust basis I^) of guidance and inferfractures in 
units by its adjacency Integrity prinples alone. Leave F alone. [N3] of refraction.  
  ןסס
Median refraction.  
-4(1-+@4):1 equaling infinitive 82/1’י 

Light reflective state of mind and eye to point of view  
 
Last Resource. [container 1].  
In lightwaves (-1) thé surcharge will be 1° north it’s elevated level on a vertical platform (decided 
and integrated) by Ne20° boiling point pressure to true hold (nucleic). The energy then builds 3x 
its factorial weight pressure to equivocalize the equal weight system at energy subjective 



(hydrogen by its nucleus or [et^2)] suvvertical ’weight has formed (0). Hydronucleic acid builds 
up after energy is formed. [penetration].  
 

8’ 2/1 surcomplex. [echoes]x surplux. Ecosystem to 8x-1.  



 



Ecotomic variations apparents chart sample [A_2d] of Avon. Variable of cavon. 
 ף

Ectotomic Values I. In sub Principle T. Thé weight to which true value holds in suboxinator 
98.6°F is the principle affect to these light formed (integrative levels of I ppi) or light foundations. 
These levels of foundations can continue to subsequent rapidly (per heart rate) by energy 
squared its subplex. True energy squared. By using its past state activity. Extroverted of its 
Nucleus sub Point kinetic.  
 
Masks [Aviation bairon] to light. 
Nucleic masks to hydronucleic force fields bound by nature’s squares, (pH levels of the brain). 
Energy force fields hyperconnectivity transference to light system degrees of equal energy 
formation by platform [_-L] to right [Le°] vertical (he) energy squared (duplex).  Hydronugenic. 
Force fields to gravity (absorbance by reversal pressure).  
 
Light waves (z) apparent to pressure|bleed. 
Lightwaves to ears (aerial space +4H} = ^I adjacent fields. Empty space. Nucleic values by light 
subkinetic to containers (9,+2) negative charge le°/xe formula squares hyfer 11.a187 or kinetic 
by gamma I in 11.t57 in System time macrokinetics; form building block carbon-13. Principle 
⅔:1. [12]:1 light weight. In [I:T]. Nitrokinetic absorbance or Negative gravity.bleed.  
 
Sub kinetics. Lightwaves to ears form elevation to space by neutralized densities of sound to 
lightspeed by parallel Point (Vanishing Point!). Equal cells.  
 
Energy force fields (z) will force light out triangularly to sub kinetic fields of congruency 
(electronic). (1) thé mouth. Perpendicular throat. Helium base nitrogen. 1 System. Or 
Surplex.pressure.   
 
P v P range squares hyfervertical.  
Kinetic pressure to gravity.  
Range - when light extracts itself, (z): RS singular. 
(RWS) Group. Without median weight is Singular. Geometrics.  
 
Г special relationship S 
Type bond.  
 
R-(connectivity)L______/(subquality) 

     /_______-UL(я] 
/\ 

p range. (Fluid).  
 
The snake.  
Good|Bad 



Burn fuel form in hydronucleic. | split energy by sensitivities in acids per [squares] by pure force 
weight to water. In water, pure form by (weight!) light by (electrical) soundwaves over 
(hydroquotical) nucleic acids to become new purified energy bound material. The [energy 
formed] that has susceptibility to Breakage will override by 3x (x mass) building material to 1- 
(he) minimal through light extraction 2- max containers of 9 per nucleic energy for system 
renewal. [nii]’ nucleic in ppi.  

 
Circumference Pressure Y Systems (Ar-A) 
Database. Subatomitry, particles in r. [space].  

 
Front|Back 
N_c9. (-2) 
Based in subatomitry, trigonometry, and geometrics.  
Integrated at light backwards Matter (The cerebellum, dividend Principle, spinal cord (most 
delicate at distance by backward particles), and virtual alignment)  
 
F=ma 
Mass + Space after acceleration  
M________at’ A 
 
Nr° 
Suboxinator température ([levels of insanity)3xfear] code adjust H  
S______[[[H 
 
R1 of Duty (suvvertical energy) 
[s5ל______[[[[inferfracturesDГ 
SИ 
 
Duplex. 7 sound levels (Ve) électoral light meeting points (brain level soundwaves to pressural 
(q) in hyferkinetics) per vanishing point air levels or Air (V7). 
 
[8n] territorial brain pressures to time kinetic rotations via chemical energy +nitrogen at [squared 
physics]  
[Calculating Venus square mars by concrugency rotations in (Wi) pi effects by force Jupiter 
(perplex). Weight its pressure].  
 
Light x its energy. Hydroquotical weight at meeting point Hu.  
аt|U 
Vi Energy (duplex).  
*2И [Й:]infrastructure [equal point]] 
 
Form 1 Hu. Square reversal [back]2x pressural. Reflection basis.  
aך+IU 



И 
 
High levels adjacency.  
Subcongruency levels of field. Nitrogen placement levels sub kinetics to macro kinetic (hyfer in 
carbon) magnetics.  
Ulter,-L 
 
Assistance lightwaves.  
Particle matter. Levels of the eye by light force energy out in Right from density (true hold!) force 
to pressure in i) subatomical Airways via T. This creates equal weight by balance in T by Ii. 
Super negative or électronégative pulled weight. Electricity to solid form. Nr4. 
 
Light range й~Й 
In ulter Matter. (Particle).  
Base units.  
 
Ties by bond. Cultures of a bond in 3rd degree. Variable c.  
What is a leaf. (S,aa 
Only to 1) is the same odorless taste 2) with noble control (concentration) 3) gases and the 
effect of fact [they they] are in a group of 0.  [If] It is only through force that they react, and this is 
exactly why love is so powerful.  The instance for nothing to be instigated/anatomical and 
explode in Natural Principle is Moral, which is force itself! 
Instigated’ agricultural, Investigated anatomical. 

 
Units subverted to integral Distances.  
Based on storage units and the levels of the eye. E1 (geometrics), E2 (sustainability), E3 (equal 
refraction).  Subject weight containers (subjenation).  Distance to Root 3x^2Г7 in timed 
sufficiency to breathing.  Equal chloride to pride1 (hydronic cages in T).  Systematic+ structure. 
[cii] = N7 in CO1-CO9 infrafractures. In chloride concentration systems. (Future,failure). 
Explodian:R Light measurement. (S).  
 
Inert Reaction définitive. In [Q] [Y] form. Negative Squared its positive from Root [3E. Ee, -3]. 
Chemical charge per oxygen Breakage from core center to mid standing point in movement [aa]’ 
parent Q1 of (ii). To breathing (i!). Formation of a Life.  
 
Resource [C].  
(9,3+)p square to 7:2 perpendicular p range membrane in Negative. Perpendicular by 
lightspeed F. Mass x force. Culture Y.  
⅓. Chemical breakdown. Hydroquotical particles to Pressure sounds by light. Attraction to 
refraction. (In energy squared). Refraction cause sound in fruition. High toxicity to chemical 
awareness in C5. Energy chemicals break down claus through magnetic reality to proportionate 
weight squared its system weight pressures.  
 



For resource to be real, it breaths in fuel oxygen and hyfer sub kinetics in tHע C. The time of 
heat spatial resistance to Carbon.  Xy I Squared. [Eii] of mental physics.  
 

1 Wall. Été  
Thé hydronucleus. In hydronucleide and nucleic form degrees. Converted from sub carbon 
energy substation YRC in form nutritional base R of [zr:material].  The density that chloride hyfer 
subverts into kinetic food for thought. In system sound it is elctrocarbon adjacency to Area 
Squared ground 1 of gravitational pulls to sub hydronics of unit weight.  This complex is then (x) 
simplified kinetically through connective charges of FYI force to matter. MR force. Force matrixs.  
 
For walls to be sub hydrated the energy is then used hyfer subvertically to drown through 
System weight (Aerial R of lightyears€) and anc sub behavior [rc-Y]. The xR number squared in 
form b. Physics.  
 
Pulled weight can crystallize into subatomic form synthetically through systematic adjacency of 
thought processes to [sr^2] its number by Ectotomic Principle of R.  
 
Substation c. The nucleus. Condensed to mineral levels of numbered concentrations. FYr to 
light. Submotonic color instinct. To ground level 1. Sr.  
 
Perspective 1.  1 instinct vanishing point.  
Perspective 2.  1.r1 1.41 
Perspective 3.  1.73 
Perspective 4.  2 
Perspective 5.  2.zr 2.24 
Perspective 6.  2.45 
(iodine 6) 
[Er-Y] in light years. Eען 
Eיע 
ErX sub-1 **see sub years 
 
Nucleic state. Sub abuse 1x  
Natural state. In Hן | Hע. (He:H) 
 



 
 
At 38° laser. 1.5 diameter.  
In nucleus converters there are .2 mile ranges that inherit at 3rd degree hydronic cage to pole. 
There are wavelengths that [genital] length increase at point R in NY motion. In 2.5 intervals 
hyfer-heat will rise per range integral NHS.  
 
Masks [Aviation bairon] to light.  Belonging to p range.  
In intervals. Speeds will adjoin at 10x per rate its instance Matter at 2.5 per propellor, going 
counterclockwise in .2 (-3) over reflective standpoints r. .5 is t range speeds to light magnetic 
makeup of these connectivity rates:ratios. At 1.t or 1.5, the light speed will inherit these 
hydronics to cultures at interval levels (adjacent point). R. 
 
Each wavelength will have a voice to its velocity at .26 Root proportion over its negative mile. 
Reflux 1 pt r at light to R I; its distance sound. (i to ppi ~pii range suvconverted).  
 
.5 intensity. Hyfersubdronic area at light speed per inch. Interval measurement 2x its molecular 
wavelength in human measurement of heart paradox to sound in [q] of nerve [sii] culture and its 
variable.  
 



Hydronic intensity. 99W% less reactive than its 1W% variable in (er). Hydronic cage cells 
induced by color. Through sound/light extraction. P157.  
 
Negative mile, its protective Principle I [Nr] in the back (propellor range E) electronic cages to 
light [q]r. Reflective states by (S). 16.09 mile range suvconverted electronically to Nr, r, s instinct 
culture [Y]. At 2x its instance blood cells to red in stage 1 of platform 1. Integral speed at S 
range 5 (Root variable u) u in R. Subcomplex 1 at Area 2 (2.tp) hydronic cage in s::2. (H to ionic 
change). At full sound interval (q) .2 s or [sr split] because light subtracted infrafracture relies on 
full circumference speed to U. S~Ù. Progressive speed.  
 
Light waves (z) apparent to pressure|bleed. 
I cultures. Instinct upon R. In front. Evaporated states (exact diameter) upon variable culture 
(sub color) to hyfer contracted by light converted energy by point extraction in [u|split° at [x] per 
[ppr ] spatial fill rate in area1 fill stage R in Root subcomplex R at light stage R (instance degree 
u to -5 [x] of unit).  
 
Light stage at Rest, spatial circumference at x per 5 of interval unit (s,aa) :sr extract.  
.5 kilograms. Negative mile in [q]. 2.75 invertical speeds.  
 

Sound x light infrafracture s Particle Breakage. Mission To Octave. [-o].  
Range - when light extracts itself, (z): RS singular. 
Bond Breakage upon light extract. P range 5 in hyfersubdronics connection to aerial Point one 
of negative cavity per inch, squared 1 in 1,5 wavelength culture I perplex R1 substitution. The 
purpose of this is for force units to be squared per interval light speed reduction at R -Qx of 
nitrogen filled containers. This inherits subjection rates [subjeration] to interval belonging to r in 
pIR aerial ground to Reality. In hydronic affect to chlorophyll systems open light.  
 
Bond Breakage per fill speeds per units. UNIFY at joint conjunction u to xY in R point F. The 
degrees per fillings. Integral light range. In F or (X) thé hydronic light [square] will reduce its 
symetrics at instance container R in -5. P range.  
 
]Y], to unify Point X nitrogen placement per substation is (2,e,)e or range X of 3° per fillings 
range XR material (time consistent replacement). The adjunct affects negatively charged units 
per square in X by full circumference [gY] substitution rates joint juncture. 3xFr. Or 3=[Fr]. Y at 
correct speed proportions will interchange per decimal unit by fractural range to infer fractures 
failed Nucleus, thé I fractural pr-1 (34/21 variation 3.21 lightening bolts). [.2 of] thé vessels 
membrane.  
 
Г special relationship S 
Because the point must adjust at N. Sound speeds.  
 
Area [S] of 9 Subatomic Wavelengths in R 
R-L______/(subquality) 



     /_______-UL(я] 
/\ 

p range. 
 
Equal Refraction cause Duty. Variable resource. F-rR.  
Infrafracture upon duty.  
Double Base  
E:3 proportion 

It is more a translucent territory than a figurative perspective yet greater than a preliminary 
culture that defines principle yet defies the laws of pressure.  These inherent pressures of 

subconscious makeup to release in two stages that would a rodent (physical) or repent 
(translucent), according to laws of hauteur; that if neither obtain the ultimate chemical within a 

culture, is (un)agreeable, naive, and apparent 1) the given dies its efforts as forever lost 2) as to 
character 3) to a forgiven factor where transportation of chemicals and correlated factorial face 
force 2) and displace them accordingly, a) however the degree is highly proportional risk to the 
negative charge that has sadly reinforced itself of quality energy only b) if (I) level of thinking 
can be replaced (what is alcohol: ulta ~) c) connecting to a physical root d) can obtain itself in 

clean measures quantumly to translate what has not been explained; apparent [fatherן]: 
 

In [Nr] research energy reflective in exponential consistent U. -1. Extract material upon height to 
distance speeds at circumference point [x] in [yx] of oxygen. (Circular motion [cii] Level) ⅓.  
Negative ion. In cages per principle C of refractive energy fulfilled in [wz], the width of its 
membrane. [Ur]. Elasticity.  

 
 (Nr(E)(r))^F 

The Fisher’am Principle 
-N 

Radius exponential force 
 
Degrees of fairness  
As a doctor is to a dolphin is to a…… 1/2h e^2-3_: split theory ]_](ph). 
Suvconverted electronic energy or R in Ectotomic Principle [Y].  
Hydrogen base (x^2 by the Principle Ù filtrations upon suction by N to N7 negative variables 
upon height in UI. Form Ù).  
Suction containers. Suv Converted energy squared by its adjacent subRoot YN in backwards 
psychology. Systemmetrics. Circumference fields. Perpendicular to light by energy squared its 
proportion root (x) by 3 (hyfer subverted u,+4) hydronic units.  
 
Dry ice. 1st base [bass] 
Degrees of Respect in Emotional יpsychological State: יphysical 
The emotional degrees of fairness and their significance cannot go united due to the formative 
effect (I) has in (t); has with not only one, but two nutritional energies (emotional charges) in 
entanglement of duplicate nutrient kinetics.  This Respect refers to Laws that go unsaid and 



revolve efficiency in a database of (Y) to the degrees it has aligned with several fractures within 
longitudinal and latitudinal alignments.  These are squares; and in this alignment are others 
aligned to maintain the balance future velocities effectively, :or equate fairly (1/6h). Fate which 
has said to be and of what has charges; in [usן], :knowingly to unknowingly, to what degree (a) 
could have been in an effort to subdivide; the sub-given properties into an (insatiable:sensible) 
ration of true value in (a) (2:1 principle,:state of inertia); within a 0 given reality subpoint.  
What is stability  
A notable mixture of thought to subject translation at due cause in due states of reality 
 
Negative magnetic squares. In Form C plural retraction to its principle by light energy at 3x 
subtractive rates:scenarios in 4th energy given states of perplex. Circumference U is the Visible 
Light rétraction of units tiles the energy that is being transferred in and out of sii circumference 
field containers. FYI if UNIFIED energy based on retraction, subtraction, and refracted Squared 
Light. Adjacent standpoint at X variable culture of [Y] database R in r reflective states of the 
circumference (subconscious levels NYN of 7 Visible Light cultures, or squares of energy). Root 
subplex fields of containers show in instance reflection upon height to new found energy 
formulas of FY to YI in [cii] (Fr) fields of light minus times infrafractures.  (Fr) database 
circumference U of [Y] energy storage that extroverts into the same systematic energy fields of 
containers found in female [q] force to Nitrogen filtration upon X in XYI pollution at storage base 
U of UR in XYD of and over (II) height penetration levels to circumference [z] in zr: densities 
fields of the left field container [Y] subjunction. Point [c+ j energy to be refracted and its 
dividend, the variable upon height is helium based sound by magnetics.  
 
Left to chemical magnetic field filtration [zr:]  
-3_wavelengths opposition in reflective states of magnetic fields.  



 
(Spiritual base),[sii], S7, (Molecular base) [pii] M7, (Transitional base) [cii] N7 

At 3° is perfect quantum level 
 
At point circumference U (energy magnetic spatial reliance [q] force [t] of timed energy) 
molecular base. At its dividend divided 1°-3° parallel instance  
2nd base [bassT] (-5). Pollution a(1x). 3x its weight per lucidity. (2x culture Y).  
Kinetic virtues cataclysm to emotional state of wellness: translucent 
:reference the ulter matter (od)  
An opposite effect, it's the opposing poles that matter and that dilute subatomically through 
magnetic forces in gas mixtures.  Forces both behind and beyond mass :control Characterize in 
unison to what that (a٨ء) :explosive territories in gaseous mixtures، and of to  what are souls٠٠ 
Thus energy created and sustained within [usן] without deeper involvement becoming stored is 
the exact same extreme energy in orbital unison.  These actions are as stored energies that if 
surface create an equilateral Affect of stories that involve permanent change to lives structure. 
(AA) bonds.  
 
True story. In (x y I) of subUnits [ù] becomes distance pleasure to conscious levels per sound in 
Nucleus. 3x thé energy squared its Root proportion [x in square root 7], a 2.y or 2.6 variation of 
levels that can be treated together equally in (1) square root proportion. Its database. The 
pollution problem is [xyc] or cycles of sub chemical failures in [q] that electronically react by 



sound per distance speeds at R in [u] energy Surplex [Y] of chemical database foundations. 
Time management.  
 
(a٨ء)- being said, allocated geography at sprite levels of (gnr) :The gN levels, mineral force, are 
not permitted by root levels found in R; transformation stead of root levels, root transmittance 
referrals, balance gravitational waves of 7 Nitrogen levels in R(sr).  

 
In [Phace] ٨ ء an allocated symphony of hydrogen play in intégrals of frat sound to heart 
rate:ratio portion.  
 
The problem. Carbon acid congruence. In revert/invert gaseous mixtures. Estimation; upon 
approval [Nr] Root proportion [XY] or [ZY@2xX] in width strategy. NY{ net range, Force by units. 
Z-x^2.  
 
Cataclysmic cultures breakdown units by extroverting them into the nucleus filtrations of 
neutralized systems counter Point to Point R in nutrition. Therefore the subRoot must be 
heightened by Integrity to F7 levels of electromagnetic makeups of Ru cause 
extra-cardiovascular circulation upon height. The root vagina in (x) by nX or R (its integral 
database^). Eppellant.  
 



In neurons they attract each cell by soul division or neutralized concentration levels of burden 
(sound) and extra cardiovascular weight (vagina). In pressure systems, we want to act on the 
same neutralized resource in Octave, part 2 of thé Vagina hole to Refraction of its instance by 
force energy Nucleus field vacant of nucleic Acid. Because it attracts claus. (Root Energy 
Resource storage E). [eY].  
 

Extroverted energy. And ionic makeup.  
R1 Root proportion.  
Level 1 kinetics. Based malnutrient. Circular proportion. High energy level kinetics in the air 
(aquocision) to subatomical [fractional lightwaves F congruent circular motion]; façtorial range 
per light density based in equivocal culture that FYI base format is concurrent. Congruent is to 
the energy 3x itself, thé equivocal forçe - factorial light basics physics, geometry, paradomitry, 
and hyrdodramatics. In FYI^2 Principle range- absorbance.  
 

3:4 
Phaces  = ء symmetry.  
Systems estimates per natural energy containers to duty justice of containers in (j) per 1) one 
(q) resource static to) 2) one q area per light.  In Y/R only. 
 
  .What are dreams as discussed in [Nr], at r reflective culture Y6 in N7. Level 6ء
When time ceases at pressure points the evaporation of photonic properties in R cease to exist. 
Hence they become compiled into replacement structures given through eternal makeup of all 
adjacent Roots by 1 at distance energy 0° that complacent energy through N diagnoses 
gravitational pulls up into Y at area space carbon breakage at massן. Hence they become 
properties  
 
Level 6. At Root energy consistent of 1 nucleus in pt1 energy dividend, light pressure will cease 
at vanishing point width to succumb of another container. This Unit structure is Area 1 of 
Vanishing Point [Fr spatial by rule of entanglement 1 [Eii]. energy eע[enoid] per Nucleus can 
suvdivide its dividend by [.2{ extra cardiovascular adjacent Point 2 in [Nr] equal proportion to 
Root by reflection unit [z] density field. Form b tells us in [xY U(ù)] of container field [7U] spatial 
visible light to extroversion of unit per pG weights in -5 (their perpendicular angles). Per 
cardiovascular proportionate weight in dark [8U] of exponential’ energy force units per negative 
mile. Of its cavity weight pressure.  
 
Nucleic acid pull form C. Hydrobody. Its molecular weight in M7. Units per square inch. 
Electronegative charges pull weight down from [xyc] in area sub comfort (division by pull). Extra 
cardiovascular is then extracted by 2x enough energy to pull form neutrons in their concentrated 
states of unit [anc] absorbance around the nucleus and its protective principle membrane. The 
outer layers.  
 
Thé nucleus pull form squared its energy dividend to [xY] extraçt [c] form [u] in unified energy to 
that of an eclipse. This shows I; the général circumference of Point energy units to Point 



circumference database per [y] absorbance (nucleic) at timed squared its cardiovascular weight. 
The octave proportion Root ~b nucleic q[acids.  
Electrical wavelength in 9 per unit measurement to 2x its squared weight at ½ its nucleic form 
substance.  
E>1-9>R circumference meeting point R. In same Root reflection will be 3x its energy weight to 
soul performance (nucleic) in [xY] exponential. (-e) energy build up from square roots. 3x its 
squared weight per root measurement field R/Y. Root proportion chemical weight to that of 
shared units per cardiovascular and subject in subjenation [oG] in kinetic energy.  
 
This will be form 9 at substance abuse  
In this adjacency are the eye subjective material @ run at wastes in (a) to sub performance (a) 
of R to time relevant material filtration after instances occur. 
 
Knowing the earth is the nucleus surrounding spatial relation its membrane [0-5] in latitude. 
Longitudinal points become [Nr] nutritional standpoints in F. Its protective weight.  
 
  .What are memories thé Nucleusء
[holdן] 
1)Force beyond control c ground control (electronegativity) [xY]  
2)the break material matter Root proportion nucleic   
3)and into one subjacent hole; at dark matter there are bond breakage. Negative mile  
 
Exponential subjenation. Affects to the nucleus in electronic states o »  
  What are imagesء
Because force adjacent to force describes mental projection; anything that breaks becomes 
formulated backwards as a whole reflection. Thus this material ::breakage subpoints into sub 
point (si) to infinitive vanishing points.  There are materials in language that explain the 
continuity of what is safe and  
[к: es];adjacent what is not safe. П(p/si)~t/T~~(sii/pii), I its direct root container. 
 
Thé octave. Inertia principle 8. [xYc] core source He or Hr-1[Hן hydronucleide]. Subject variable 
R in xY of light containers [x] in XR y^1. Root containers. Of energy storage based i in [Q]ר @ H
  .core heat penetration. In R1. Field energy. And dividend their defense systems [xr] ע
 
Supplemental behavior by storage units. Energy that has stale adjunct pressure will absorb in 
nucleide performance field [x]. This is because [x] is the variable at vanishing point R in [xY] 
reflective light. [xY] its root force reaction 6, depends on its nucleus for gravitational oxygen at 
rotational ground Pollution to densified sensitivities in side manner adjunct. [H]. Hydrogen of 
helium light absorb energy by sub counter weight I in electrical charges [t by d].  Its force fields 
run backwards at density field sensitivities to light. Image projection to sound. By light 
measurement True claus light (x) of [xY] pressure resource [C]. Hydrocarbon. It is backwards 
Matter that oxygen adjuncts to these pressures (x) by xr gravitational pulls of energy by light. 



The natural absorbance to the kinetic energy of the membrane [zr:le°]. Natural states of energy 
force field nucleic in timed management units of Trust.  
 
Managing time by light energy. Sub kinetics to ground root placement to [tY] Resource [j], the 
magnetic impulse and to its 3rd degree. Because nucletic energy is the spatial reliance between 
fields of electronegativity.  Absorbed by nutritional states of value perplex in aerial [Y] of I units 
(ions). Stored energy fields. Nucletic fields pull [z] in reflective states R by light energy squared 
in its densified pressures. These pressures act in affect to squared energy by light energy of 
same system congruences. In 7 aerial circumference of force field y^1 of electronic weight. 
Density by sound pressure. Storage base [Y] nucleons.  
 
Side manner [g]. Electromagnetic fields of energy [gY{. Rest per diameter square. In nucleic 
squares left its dividend in 0-5=[L] of weight by soiled opposition of fields. Nucleic x5 of nucleic 
weight opposite its proportionate weight to that of (z),(zX) in longitudinal sub latitudinal 
standpoint j[gY]. Acid form.  
 
Outskirts. Heaven and Hell. Root temperatures. Nucletic. (organs by sight]sr-4*** subatomic 
weight to pressure buildup in [gY]). Energy C.  
(Sii/pii)= Slip.[slvi]~~[cii]. 
  Of allocatedء

٨What are constellations 
Backwards subdivision of mineral makeup of alignments to counterpoints of :matter of 
(Od) importance. Minerals.(t) according to (q)  
The material in dark matter enable at quantum area life. Subquotic of its divine 
discontent in [ad]. 
 
Latitudinal squares p, Root proportion V p, and energy full times its weight backwards at 
[x perplex [Y]; specifies specific chemistries of densified energy per square pixel. 
Subatomic ladder. In longitudinal circumference wavelengths in R9. The effect of 
distance at p V instance R per performance. Degrees by proportionate root.  

 
٨What are skies (ourte N)  

Stelmic blue; the Hu into UI at counter reflection. 
In (a(g)h) containers they evolve and revolve according to time corrélation of principle 
Affect to aspect and force by light to night instance. 

1. (A) Effect of sound waves through form that accumulate instance in varieties that value 
at R to (z) in (Y) of alignment properties at odor levels of transparency.  

2. (G) gravity weight pressure in the mind that accumulate given the circulation of 
autonomy (children) that fills and un fills in accordance to fillings at eye elevation and 
sound to thought processes  

3. (H) (3s^2) is the instance hydronic has on mass in a movement of multiplied masses as 
to adjacent rates of interest (z) [paternalן] friction.  

 



Affected time and place. Stelmic green of chlorophyll Systems. Integrity by reflection light by its 
sub counter point I in A conjunction variable [u]. Energy F. Force field to gravity in gravitational 
weight per instance squared its pressure nucleic failure (b in form), equilateral to [u] of R energy 
yX oG (oxygenated Systems).  
2x its weight dividend. The weight must give off at field congruence in circulartory motions of 
equal fairness at fY uR and energy of state (perplex). Its force field (containers) at in (ii) kinetic 
energy by nucleus concentrations of Systems Eye [in iodine]. The nucleic distance to R rational. 
Fluoride usage chemical adjunct.  
 
Properties of or_ in orbital measurement. The tongue p, the throat, and lymph nodes. In organ, 
the root squared its proportion weight.  
 
The longitudinal effects to the membrane will penetrate the nucleus surrounding nucleide sod 
1.1 each equilateral placement to perplacent energy at 2.5. In -1 decreased force substantial 
(5), the enoid will have instinctive properties of 1) nucleide 2) Subatomic proportionate weight 
3);hydronic instance affect by failure 
 
 What are watersء
Forbidden dosages of counterparts that extraordinary levels of ulter matter containers absorb 
under pressure. Given the width. .est. (.634% of dark matter). 
(For light to become its variable). Instinct.  

In 99%W 
Of 1% equalizing windows of .700 

Its 0.066  
of 0.0, its point exact to that of 1 

0[everything]0 
{66 of reversed parallel 99} 

For 3:1,1:3 
Indigo stimulation  
1 each size per 2 

+_light perspective 
Energy 

equivocal of planetary 3^2 
9/6 

Equal weight  
1.5 

9(3)6 the sky 
Divided by half 

.25|.25 
Equalizing density 

Per ù  
 



Area squared its circumference. Time management. Instinctive degrees form B. Oxidation 
equivocal reflections of sound (rotational defects).  
Energy congruences.  
Left brain|Breath~(integral) 
If these are forbidden they result in a form (od) dissatisfaction, a gravitational pull of N7’ the 
intangible in a thinking processive state that resorts to outer realities such as (sA);(or) 
depression<nuclear relativity. It is velocity that drives the {inter-:Nr Intangible change into lives 
that interior :exterioזiated by specific detail; formulated through slight measurement in sight and 
actual visible reality structure; if to explode unit bases, the ultimate point will vanish within 
instance ^territories. **see cages 
Split brain 
 
Cataclysmic reactors. Dangers upon overexposure. Area root system circumference [fr] in net 
weight. Ionic culture. Instances by volume. I:T. Based in ء٨. (Ur) energy of distance at root 
proportion circumference equilateral its movement conjunction point energy Reflux H, in [Nr]. 
Pressural systems.  
Surrounded by light. Perplex. Avon culture YzxU of disappointment measurement [le°] in 
width Root variable R x-ic y=i inversai Root form Ù.  



 



Thé nucleic gas cultures found Avon in affect A equal (aa) in S(aa)´. Colonic has cultures 
apparent hע. Form U in Type A For breathing affects to universal range R. The sound at 5[lg]yx 
u Ectoplasmic. Degrees of field certainties.  
 
Syst(-e) (i n e) m[Type O]d: ALL EARS. 4 of 7  
 
Thé Oxygène of business.  
 
Ii.  Equal or lesser value 
What is spiritual and what is realistic and are they of the same cultures. 
 
°Nr  
: [form B] 
In mathematics, to decide the corrective ultimate formula to a blend is based on numeric 
quantity. To a formation, are colors, and Value to areas; The (i n e) m[Type O]d: ALL EARS (3 in 
od). 4 of 7 (tears) that drought within and the colors and that counteract/react to (Y). From 
reflectional ura filtration on eye elevation, formed out of visible light and life expectancies, are 
that created and equated as equal.  It is in these areas of (od) existence, to are energies in E(e), 
and gravities redundant to a normal functioning (S), and lights reflective to a mass measure of 
mental (Nr) state. The point that is of focus, and is the mental affliction it has to the emotion (-e). 
What is felt therein a system of cataclysmic cultures of areas that further provoke action to 
thought and vise versa, are realities.  The way of creating something of nothing, a counter 
reactive state :(d)-(v); due to the way pressure aligns velocity of light (to which is in the 
star.~measurement{temperature :°s). A basic make up of (I) is based on Moral Value, kinetic 
virtues alone and a value system of cries through hydronic systems of environmental states 
(entanglement) within developmental nourishment of identities and aspects within that state. 
Nourishment within that state of being alone and unrefined according to a system of Law. 
Unidentified in and of its own mathematical instance does pressure at 0, a process of 
compassion; a theory to leave the memory and reinforce it into working rhythms of everyday life. 
What is spirituality.  
 
Cries- Elemental system pressured per density -+@(y) 
 
Waters. How they breakdown chéical charges by infrafracture s. S7 light variable U. In R 
2:1 instance degree Point Blink. FYI ù variable R.  
How brain waves are formed :Regurgitation.٨٨West [pan]soundwave conjunction. Form u at 
instance container run [Ru (without nitrogen).  
DIAGRAM lifeflow according to (z) 2N Example: negative cavo charge filtration blurred to see 
how this level is perceived -+@j levels<Hu, cages by force flat lines, what streamlines areas 
between area (Y) to Hu to carbon connectivity at form. N2, the ionic streamline, and it is 
backwards. Magnetic wall filtration.  



 



(AA) chart ::{3_~~blur: Root level, (m) of OD existence in {width:yellow} adjacency. How light 
travels down through the AURA, it splits per magnetic field attraction in Intangents according to 
sound pressure waves per birth weight in increments of pressures (pleasures) of breath, per 
light seen, and per sound heard, all is reflected into the body according and skin levels 
adjustment to time reoccur according to its mineral resource usage. Per perplexity of chemical 
charges. 
**:Teoria 9. 
 
Gravitational Root energy. In pulls. Properties of [xr] by punishment, magnetic degrees of 
certainty.x7.  
Root fields. Ground control. Root [Y[absorption parallel. Nucleic states.  

2N 
--))<_{} 

Y in reverse psychologies 
Hu inverse 

{E} 
 
[Yxr] x by light. Negative root proportion. [ZY] electronic base.  
Collective:Like a tuba 
3rd base [bassR] 
E=3 
The less confronted is the more useful if impacting societies well being than color in (I).  If in no 
color apparent, formative effect massן light does not verify that effect, will become adjacency 
:magnetic [sr] strategies but by :accumulative force; what verifies combustion energies that [Will 
translucentי] turmoils in transcendence into a very existence.  
 
Simplistic form. In left brain nutritional value. [Y] dominant form b.  
Nutrogen. Eye level in cause cell damage to the face in [phace] measurements per units 
squared its adjacecny affects to system gravitional pulls [entanglement]1 surplus b. In negative 
form energy bypass.  
 
Thé nucleic System.  
In energy there are (3) cells that 1) adjacent form Innocence 2) parallel form indicative and 3) 
hyfer kinetic malnutrient due of lack of Respect in 0 perplacent energy fields (gravity).  
 
By form nutrition. Thé body extrovates its energy per surplus charge kinetic fields or levels of 
fields in congruence to entanglement properties 1.  Square 1 of the eye, and root proportionate 
base of the systems entanglement Yi. In u form pute. 
 
Pute energy coexists in vanishing points of cataclymic growth, per growth cells of the of the 
individual per basis unit (Velocity). Because it charges at Squared root proportionate levels. X1 
Entanglement, soul growth is 7 stead in accordance to sound by distance Reality. 
Circumference Point 1. 



 
Thé electronic cavon. Perpendicular speeds and hydro adjacency.  Root 1 Avonic culture. In 
bleed room storage base [Y] of FYI (maintains membrane absorbance through claus). Dark 
energy expansive.  
 

A/3(z)^2 
Maurer its Affect on language congruence as absorbance is squared  
Image distortion:Velocity degree or :perplexity in light stimulation’ (Nr) stimulant Natural 
of 0 Root q[Cause:Presence] adjacent material in N7 ~~in and of a negative mile. 

Root 1  
(ooן , oo3:ן) 
Perplexities  

The benefits in filtration are in the orbital pleasures (color) of the mind at consistent degrees 
[levels of depth] that it ultimately cleanses at increasing levels 1°, the soul, 2°, the translucent 
effect, 3° the pleasures points at resistance.  Example: Desires become what is préfères not to 
believe, but to believe though as wishful, thinking of (z) that desire has become bountiful. 
 
Thé nucleic failure. Because light. Is 3x more massive than a mass of energy. Its storage growth 
in Profound Principle T shows hydration levels of 3x its circumference speeds to the nucleus at 
hydro generic rates of uncertainties. This means evolution is ongoing. Root cause Pollution I.  
 
Base will. Root proportion to sound. Energy by coexist to side manner. Its 3rd degree. Evolution. 
Root X.  
Will 
Vanishing points that have negative congruence occurs in most enlightening forms of blinded 
trust that trust is the ultimate level of 0 to which in its factors through trasuda improves; outcome 
depends on the interpretation of the color form to what it had restrained and set forth outwardly 
through Eן; and so forth. The resistance:instance ratio are through it's time channels and instinct 
that have no color in the individual (Y) proportions, that, on one hand has bolted, and the other, 
unbolted a reality aspect to the external sight seen through alternative pressures by force; and 
as a determining factor :)dreaming) of one complacent energy in R. 
 
One complacent form x. Y its vanishing point. Adjacent cause Environment.  
 
Perspective color 1:1 



 
There are atomically, (of its 6 men), potential sound perspectives of energy.~ 1:1,1:2,1:3 then 
reverse, 1:1,2:1,3:1 that equal one area per light. For 1:1 its dividend then adjusts from its back 
the same light adjacency of pressure per 1. 
 
OD Systems Reality. Root Y form U^. Root U.  
 

Od 
This subform informs gestations, (od) destinations, also as apparent pressure known as (ZS), 
instinctively, and needs to be met with a substantial degree of fairness for both in Ture, and in 
forms inclusively, to understand the (ii) potentials and its protective proportions in (cl):ф. 

 
(Cl) 

(cl)m::2 
 
In stelmic degrees of properties. Nutritional base.  
-0I gluttony. Pure form (width).  

Countless Principles  
Spontaneity  

 
Image fulfilled  
Combustion ´L  before L 



Тhe gravitational pull of light upon combustion are transcended downwardly into the body Level 
from Root (Y).  The force of the motion that hits affects the heart levels’ form, Hu(ж’) according 
to quantity heat to cold adjacent latitude.  
*see what is fear in infrared and levels per **degrees of fairness  
In at interim form Root proportion heavily relies on nucleic properties that Y formed U at aerial 
subjenation levels of hydrogenation encounters to fungi properties in the form systems mold of 
the brain its membrane proportionate location at cYI. [cii] in eternity estimates submotonic 
failure by distrust of levels disgust per ritual of z in q a 2:1 circumference charge. Energy. By 
root forum pollution squared q. Database r. כ 



 
Intensity levels break аt reflective states according brain resistance to Moral pressure; Example 
height of Point Envy; Past èBondage Participle, and at Ee contact levels or flair.  

Eve| 
èBondage Participle: an affair 
Hydrogen/Carbon; Oxygen. 

 
Nucletic. Form u. properties entanglement by variable [cii]. 1 
Negative mile (in q) 



A protective principle in channel pressure that acts upon instinct.  The length is in 
accordance to the mathematical quantity on a velocity by negative pulls in electronic 
areas of pressure. 
The denser the vanishing point to a given gradient level, the state of perplexity (psychology) is 
capitalized to the electronically based (photon) state (carbon) of (1) keeping in mind the area in 
logarithmic motion surrounding its cage. 
What is change 
Point 2. (Pronunciation) Sound; [last stage] 1:1 instance simultaneously  

1) (A) one to six photonics principle, Intangible pressure points in (gY). 
2) (H) to ionic change. 

It is sound that accords to gravitational embodiment of an adjunct pull in one measurement; 
releasing pressure to extraction of a given (oxygen) principle electronic state.  These 
measurement ‘(S^2), are pulled simultaneously to one storage realm stage of interest to UNIFY 
negativity at 7:2, particular: fillings of pressure points in full ionic cage:conjunction•@point 
break(+-oxygen/chlorophyll[stages]-+@sound). 
What is (sound) discouragement :(experiences). 
Angle of (He) to opposing angle Hu.  1/Hu; Idי/a:R (I =3.5ф) 
 

]_](s) •t• (a)  
  
2) In any surrounding cage of (S), in a state of life that coordinates its points of Latitudinal Net to 
Longitudinal Rest {0,1), one Rest is given its natural momentum in order to adjust, to its (od,H), 
the states given in the spatial time it reflects in (S) to the point of measurement. Emotional 
makeup of the [motherן] in (Y) territory base 1) to withstand its exterior pressures and 2) by 
simulations. It is the reversal causal reflect effect from the eyes  [(Ii)(Rя), or state of the memоry 
range that clearly adjusts in size measurement in one shot alignment figure at the center ura, in 
a given [grass] areaءء° A) The projected potential to neurotic pressure points to form orbitally 
correct in (Y), and of outer perplexities that 1) refract from high to low stages of energies and 2) 
ultrafiltrate ulta matter outwardly and 3) in gravity force through time...  
 

16.09 mile range 
Because the point is reversed in Stage ⅙⅙ 

This is True Value 
 
True Value 2:[ ]2 instance simultaneously  
What is bond breakage (substance abuse photonic level) 
A) (Cж) contracts on (I) placement level.  

Difference in eye levels of bondage areas are constructed of value points at: 0 Rest until 
a) True Tie is constricted b) Value scales are in replacement combustion (photonic level 
breakage point°)  

B) Distance is fragmented in surfaced (filled) areas and its instance simultaneously is 
combusted according to worry, (infinitel infragments:) at combusted circumference distance. 

Properties: 



 1) Velocity’s rhythmic speed 2) That is constricted in (i) and 3) Is reversed. 1:3 filling 
yellow: 
By law: Hu to E (purple to yellow consistent)Rations(-+@ breakage containers in :blue to 
green) 

 
In the replacement disposal at i level  
B) before distance  
At 0’ in value, the True Value Point meets resistance speed.  

1. Due to its rhythmic speed and direction, replaces light energy to hypnotic states of 
wellness  

2. Correlation correction in a pattern (rebirth) in (a) that is not adjustmentable in (q). 
3. Fragments at (3x) level mass areas of tension.  

At this level of force gravitation (degeneration), density weight is specifically transferred 
::altered, causing a two point perspective. 
State in R point (Im) (length magnitude). 

a) 1st state of reflection in reflective areas adjacent angles, stages, and pressures (**see ф 
does not equal m::2). 

b) 2nd [ironically] and ultimately changes at the (gravitational; per instance value) level at 0 
pt. Density. 

c) 3rd scale, second level genetic. (Weight). 
Dog - dog (distance of gravity) per oxygen - (distance of gravity) 
Dog + cat (distance of gravity) per oxygen plus (carbon affect of time) 
Cat - cat (carbon Affect of time) minus (carbon Affect of time) 

Pollution: if -c is a compound per abstract relativity, then its composites will be 
found in the Integrity )3X, to that of its t^2. 

● -e is then the consistent parallel in e(2)  
● m י, י m 

 
[Form B]:Réfraction. 
**To form a given reality there must be a vanishing point where all information recedes 
to, on a given line, this principle aligns forces of the collective to adjusted areas 
stimulated by tensions; and how these tensions act as a Value System of properties 
within the minds “réfrigération system. (Affairs, per 1 instance reality = 1). **see The 
Bee. F ~3~6~9 II(ф) 1|1 [hypercooperative]. 



 
Beta- measure of how an asset moves;(e). Alpha- measure of how an asset is returned 
[m]. 

 
● (4б] Light at combustion Cж + 

● [С_1Б](8) Ionic change at combustion Ж - 
 

Y3x^2 
“I did it out of love. 

“I did it all for nothing. 
Ж 
 

(P)(Y) 
What is t, what is wrong 

● [3X]t^2(Y) focal point [filtration{ is returned. 
Physicality to Relativity 

 هsubjectه
What is a walnut 

П 



 
weight.  


